The French Advisory Board For Research Integrity (CoFIS)

The French Advisory Board For Research Integrity guides and oversees the work of the OFIS.

The Board is composed of 12 members appointed on an intuitu personae basis and its President is Olivier Le Gall. With its equal representation of men and women and its broad coverage of different disciplines, its members have experience in the following fields:

- scientific integrity,
- the organisation of the higher education and research system in France,
- and new forms of "open science" research.

The work of the French Advisory Board For Research Integrity informs and promotes scientific integrity policies and actions in research groups at national level

Olivier Le Gall, President of the Scientific Integrity Council.

CoFIS Members

The French Advisory Board For Research Integrity has 12 members appointed on an intuitu personae basis:
CoFIS minutes

Line Le Gall
Professor at the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle
Curriculum vitae

Olivier Le Gall
CoFIS President
Director of Research, INRA
Curriculum vitae

Sijbolt Noorda
President Emeritus at the University of Amsterdam (Netherlands)
President of the Magna Charta Universitatum Observatory

Romain Pierronnet
Research Associate, Université Paris Est
Curriculum vitae

Vacancy
(renewal)

Martine Rahier
Professor of Animal Ecology and Entomology at the University of Neuchâtel (Switzerland)
Member of the Magna Charta Universitatum Observatory
Curriculum vitae

CoFIS minutes
Flagship products

- Vade-mecum pour le traitement des manquements à l'intégrité scientifique, à l'usage des chefs d'établissements
- Feuille de route 2020 de l'Intégrité Scientifique
- Séminaire du CoFIS du 14-15 juin 2018